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Kumbh Mela

“A life of joy and happiness  
is possible only on the basis  
of knowledge and science.” 
 

Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan  
(September 5, 1888 – April 17, 1975) 

In Sanskrit, Kumbh means “Pitcher or roundish pot without 
handles”; Mela : gathering or fair and it occurs by turn, in the 
following  holy places: Prayag (Uttar Pradesh - 
Allahabad),Haridwar (Uttarakhand), Ujjain (Madhta Pradesh) 
and Nashik, (Maharashtra). 
 
It is probably, the biggest pilgrimage that is celebrated in the 
world. It is believed that the Kumbh Mela coincides with an 
opportune astrological moment; it takes place when the planet 
Jupiter enters Aquarius and the Sun enters Aries. Each cycle of 
12 years includes a Kumbh Mela at Prayag, on the banks of the 
Ganges, in which millions of people participate. The estimations 
consider that in the last Kumbh Mela (celebrated in 2001) 70 
million people gathered. A place is made for them in the city of 
80 km² approximately, where they live during this one month. 
 
In this concentration of religious character, millions of pilgrims 
take bath to wash off their sins in the river. The pilgrims and the 
penitents (kalpavasis), keep a month of penance and fast. The 
river is polluted till limits, since in these days tens of millions of 
people bathe, some of them with diseases like leprosy and 
tuberculosis and the strange thing is that all are still alive. 
 
After the baths of purification, they investigate the family roots 
with the help of groups who maintain genealogical registers 
written about the people who turn up at the festivities since 
centuries. 
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Automotive: India’s April car sales 
rise 39.5%, best in a decade+info  
Spanish co Gestamp invests Rs 480  
cr in Pune plant +info  Beetle mania:  
The bug bites Indian deep pockets,  
price no bar +info  Mahindra buys 55% stake in electric car co  
Reva +info Tata Motors may take Mexico road to North America  
+info  
Aerospace: Q4 results: Aviation industry flying higher +info  
‘India will be among top-5 civil aviation markets in 5 years’ +info 

Pharmaceutical: Small drug cos on anti-buyout drive +info  
Govt voices concern over M&A deals in pharma sector +info  

Energy: Power sector clocks 25% higher investments +info Cost  
of gas-based power likely to rise by Rs 1.20 +info Govt may  
launch Nelp-IX in July +info Govt to fix targets for saving  
energy, issue tradable ‘white certificates’ +info 

Agriculture: Foodgrain output seen  
lower; record wheat crop estimated  
+info Kharif may see big shift to  
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cash registers ring again +info Sick  
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Banking: Banks on expansion spree as licensing norm eased  
+info RBI allows healthy co-op banks to open ATMs +info  
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deals: E&Y +info MCA to ease paid-up capital norms  
for firms +info RBI announces measures to boost liquidity +info 

Economy growth: Indian growth to get stronger next year  
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Core inflation surge could prompt rate hikes +info 
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